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AbSTRAcT

An accelerated scientific, engineering, and industrial progress in information technologies has fostered 
the deployment of Complex Information Technology (highly dependent) Organizational Systems (CITOS). 
The benefits have been so strong that CITOS have proliferated in a variety of large and midsized organi-
zations to support various generic intra-organizational processes and inter-organizational activities. But 
their systems engineering, management, and research complexity have been substantially raised in the last 
decade, and the CITOS realization is presenting new technical, organizational, management, and research 
challenges. In this article, we use a conceptual research method to review the engineering, management, 
and research complexity issues raised for CITOS, and develop the rationality of the following propositions: 
P1: a plausible response to cope with CITOS is an interdisciplinary engineering and management body of 
knowledge; and P2: such a realization is plausible through the incorporation of foundations, principles, 
methods, tools, and best practices from the systems approach by way of systems engineering and software 
engineering disciplines. Discussion of first benefits, critical barriers, and effectiveness measures to reach 
this academic proposal are presented.  
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Businesses no longer merely depend on infor-
mation systems.  In an increasing number of 
enterprises, the systems are the business. (R. 
Hunter &  M. Blosch, Gartner Group, 2003)

InTRoducTIon
An accelerated scientific, engineering, and 
industrial progress in information technolo-
gies and its convergence with communications 
technologies (the ICT concept) has fostered the 
deployment of Complex Information Technol-
ogy (highly dependent) Organizational Systems 
(CITOS) in the last decade. The CITOS concept 
subsumes the well-known constructs of mis-
sion-critical systems, large-scale information 
systems, enterprise information systems, and in-
ter-organizational information systems. Generic 
instances of CITOS are worldwide credit card 
systems, brokerage financial systems, military 
defense systems, large ERPs, governmental tax 
payment systems, and worldwide e-commerce 
and B2B supply-chain systems in automotive 
and publishing industries. 

Empirical evidence, such as (a) the raising 
of the ICT budget (measured as a percentage 
of  sales) to 5%-9% in the 2000s (Prewitt & 
Cosgrove, 2006); (b) the growing of world 
ICT trade from 8% in 1995 to 10% in 2001 
with a 4% annual growth rate (OECD, 2004); 
(c) the IT commoditization or democratization 
phenomenon being more affordable the ICT 
infrastructure in midsized firms in the 1990s 
(Carr, 2003); (d) the maturing of the myriad 
of ICT in the last decade (e.g., mobile com-
puting, wireless networks, Web services, grid 
computing, and virtualization services); (e) the 
new ways for performing business-oriented op-
erational, tactical, and strategic organizational 
duties through ICT (e.g., workflow systems, 
business process management, and service-
oriented management); (f) the several tangible 
and intangible organizational benefits from 
intra-organizational processes (as in Porter’s 
value-chain activities) and inter-organizational 
activities (supplier-customer value chains, B2B, 
and e-government initiatives) leveraged by 
CITOS; and (g) the thousands of US dollars 
lost due to availability, continuity, and capacity 

failures in ICT services (van Bon, Pieper, & van 
deer Veen, 2006) because of an hour of system 
downtime. These factors and others show that 
CITOS are relevant for business and govern-
ment organizations (as well as for nonprofit 
organizations). 

Such systems are characterized by having 
(1) many heterogeneous ICT (client and server 
hardware, operating systems, middleware, 
network and telecommunication equipment, 
and business systems applications) (2) a large 
variety of specialized human resources for their 
engineering, management, and operation; (3) a 
worldwide scope; (4) geographically distributed 
operational and managerial users; (5) core busi-
ness processes supported; (6) a huge financial 
budget for organizational deployment; and (7) 
a critical interdependence on ICT. Thus, these 
can be correctly labeled as “complex systems” 
(comprised of a large variety of components and 
inter-relationships in multiple scales generating 
unexpected emergent behaviors).

According to a systemic definition, the 
emergent properties from a system cannot be 
attributed to the individual actions performed 
from parts. Rather the interactions among 
people, machines, applications, procedures, 
data, policies, and the organizational setting and 
organizational environment are responsible for 
their coproduction. Consequently, and because 
of its raised engineering and management 
complexity, a holistic study of human and 
machine component inter-relationships and of 
its environment is needed when the efficiency 
and effectiveness of CITOS are considered. It 
could be expected that the current IS body of  
knowledge (IS BoK) addresses such issues. 
Nevertheless, because of the ICT techno-
logical progress, combined with the extended 
capabilities of CITOS services demanded in 
large organizations (Dougmore, 2006), have 
raised significantly the systems engineering, 
management, and research complexity for us-
ers, managers, engineers, and researchers, our 
premise is such a current IS BoK is insufficient 
and an extended (interdisciplinary) IS BoK is 
required. 
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